
Houston METRO 

Smart Mobility  
for  

Sustainable Communities 



…a great region we call home 
 



The New METRO 
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Presenter
Presentation Notes
One of the 7 operating principles for the NEW METRO is SUSTAINABILITY METRO plays a much more active role in seeking ways to support Sustainable Communities New vigilance towards evaluating how we operate, plan, and develop service – Internally and Externally 



METRO Services 
Local Bus 

Bikes on Buses 
METRORail 
METROLift 
HOV + HOT Lanes 
METRO Star 
Motorist Assistance 

Program (MAP) 

Park and Ride / 
Commuter Services 

Presenter
Presentation Notes
BACKGROUND  The Metropolitan Transit Authority ‘s service area is more than 1,200 square miles- inclusive of service to that country’s 4th largest city and most populous county.  With more than 370,000 boardings per day Red Line 7.5 miles of light railAdditional  3 light rail lines currently under construction  METRO Star – Van pool program (more than  700 vans)129 Bus routes 29 Park & Rides 20 Transit Centers 40 miles of Signature Bus Service 
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Key Policy Development Elements 
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Sustainable Communities 

Environment 

Presenter
Presentation Notes
These 3 components/metrics are taken into consideration as we develop our vision, services, and customer experience. Further: METRO in conjunction with other community partners serves as the transit public sector leader for a number of community and regional initiatives who are also now focused on these elements. Examples:   290 Cypress Park & Ride HGAC  Grants Sustainable Communities Coordination PlanPearland Sub Regional Coordination Grant Park & Ride Hike and Bike Trails  Regional Study



Environment 

• Transit Oriented Development  
 
• Develop Complete Transit Network 
 
• Sustainable Communities: METRO gives 

technical assistance to regional initiatives 
focused on enhancing the environment 
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Presenter
Presentation Notes
You’ve all heard the “green” environmental jargon.  The more we make the effort to quantify or measure the sustainable initiatives we undertake; the more we can validate the positive outcomes and advocate for additional resources  to support sustainable/livable communities.  



Key Policy Development Elements 
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Sustainable Communities 

Environment Economy 

Presenter
Presentation Notes
These 3 components/metrics are taken into consideration as we develop our vision, services, and customer experience. Further: METRO in conjunction with other community partners serves as the transit public sector leader for a number of community and regional initiatives who are also now focused on these elements. Examples:   290 Cypress Park & Ride HGAC  Grants Sustainable Communities Coordination PlanPearland Sub Regional Coordination Grant Park & Ride Hike and Bike Trails  Regional Study



Economy 
• METRO is playing an ever increasing role in 

our region’s economy by:  
 

 Maintaining and improving access to jobs 
 

 Reducing travel time 
 

 Expanding mobility options  
 

 Establishing the economic value of transit  
 

 

Presenter
Presentation Notes
It’s about enhancing access to jobs Whether its designing a mixed use project that has less need for parking, two –car garages – or it’s neighborhoods demanding more park and ride locations reverse commute options , space for bikes on buses or racks at stations.  Transportation is a more integral factor than ever in the economics of any business equation Examples:Texas Medical Center (32% employees use public transit) Downtown (36% employees use public transit)



Key Policy Development Elements 
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Sustainable Communities 

Economy Environment 

Cost 

Presenter
Presentation Notes
These 3 components/metrics are taken into consideration as we develop our vision, services, and customer experience. Further: METRO in conjunction with other community partners serves as the transit public sector leader for a number of community and regional initiatives who are also now focused on these elements. Examples:   290 Cypress Park & Ride HGAC  Grants Sustainable Communities Coordination PlanPearland Sub Regional Coordination Grant Park & Ride Hike and Bike Trails  Regional Study



Cost 

• Implement only what can be maintained  
 

• Focus on “out-of-the-box” and non-
traditional funding and partnerships 
 

• Leverage federal funds  
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Presenter
Presentation Notes
These 3 cost related areas  exemplify targets for evaluation which can equate to better performance measures and outcomes.  Its about the approach 



Components of a Great Region  
• Sustainable Communities 
• Economic Opportunities 
• Reliable Transportation 

Presenter
Presentation Notes
 METRO IS TAKING A MORE HOLISTIC AND REGIONAL APPROACH TO SERVICE DELIVERY. Transportation investments help create communities that are more energy efficient and sustainable. Our strategies must be integrated. Transportation policies need to be consistent with other national goals such as energy independence, improved air quality, reduction of greenhouse gases, and housing with efficient and affordable access.The decisions we make about our transportation system in the coming years – what priorities we set and investments we make – will have a great deal of impact on which vision arises. Source of all text in blue : TESTIMONY OF WILLIAM W. MILLAR, PRESIDENT OF THE AMERICAN PUBLIC TRANSPORTATION ASSOCIATION BEFORE THE NATIONAL SURFACE TRANSPORTATION POLICY AND REVENUE STUDY COMMISSION IMPROVING THE PERFORMANCE OF OUR TRANSPORTATION SYSTEM ******* March 19, 2007 



Sustainable Communities 

METRO participates in key 
partnerships and coordinated   

planning efforts to support 
sustainable community initiatives 

Presenter
Presentation Notes
The decisions we make about our transportation system in the coming years – what priorities we set and investments we make – will have a great deal of impact on which vision arises. METRO is serving as a transportation leader in the region to support more livable communities through its participation to regional grants, studies, and public –private partnerships 



Performance Measures Drive 
Sustainability 

14 

Presenter
Presentation Notes
We must view the entire transportation network as a single system, one that can be planned, managed, and financed with a broad view to the overall good. Holes in the network through underinvestment result in degradation of performance - And are therefore, less sustainable. 
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•  Determine service productivity 
 

•  Future service/facilities and the distribution 
 of  these benefits 
 

•  Track conditions/state of good repair 
 

•  Project short and long term financial needs 
 

•  Meeting needs of the customers 
• Language requirement 
• Signage 
• Transit dependence  

How We Use Performance 
Measures 

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Evaluate to determine productivity of routes Route ranking model Service Productivity Ridership Modeling Tracking Conditions and State of Good Repair Project short term and long term financial needs Meeting needs of customers As demographics change and increase Title VI –/ID service gaps LEPExploding aging population/who are 1st time customers 



Summary 
 

Sustainable Policies  +  Performance Measures  
  

Smart Mobility   
Sustainable Communities 

Growing Economy  
 
 

Presenter
Presentation Notes
We envision that by 2040 our region will have a thriving multi-modal environmentally-responsible transportation system . The priorities and decisions we make  about our transportation system in the coming years – what priorities we set and investments we make – will have a greatly impact what the future looks like.
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